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Abstract  

Living organisms constitute a formidable source of inspiration that may help solve critical society and healthcare 
challenges. Indeed, the Living World produces complex and high-performance materials using aqueous 
chemistry, at ambient temperature and pressure, and with naturally-occurring chemicals. If we want to harness 
this sustainable chemistry, we need to fundamentally understand how biology produces natural materials. This 
includes elucidating the biochemistry of their building blocks, how these blocks self-assemble across multiple 
hierarchical levels, and establishing structure/property/function relationships from the molecular and genetic level 
up to the macroscopic scale. I will present our pioneer efforts in this area integrating Life Sciences (RNA-
sequencing, high-throughput proteomics, protein biochemistry) with Physical Sciences (multi-scale materials 
characterization, polymer chemistry), which have led to discoveries of new molecular designs and to a deeper 
understanding of how biological materials are fabricated by living organisms. 

I will highlight a case study of a hard “biotool”, namely the beak of squids that are entirely made biomacromolecular 
components, i.e. chitin and structural proteins. I will describe the main proteins we have discovered and 
sequenced in the beak, which we have shown to exhibit liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS), a mechanism that 
appears to be critical for the natural fabrication of the beak and many other biological hard tissues. I will also 
present our translational efforts in exploiting LLPS of beak proteins and peptides for the efficient encapsulation 
and stimuli-responsive release of various therapeutics, in particular emphasizing that micro-droplets formed by 
LLPS offer new opportunities for direct cytosolic delivery of therapeutics. 
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